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Theme

Plastic Free Zlarin Initiative is dedicated to eliminating the use of
single-use plastic on Zlarin, promoting composting and a low waste
lifestyle. We wanted Zlarin’s path to becoming the first Croatian
plastic-free island to inspire transition towards sustainable living in
other communities. Ivana is one of the co-founders of the initiative
the idea of which was brought to Zlarin from France by her
colleague Ana Robb, where Ana works on turning her kids’ school
plastic-free. Ivana spent her late teen years and all of her adult life
working on social development and change making by building
volunteering infrastructure in Croatia.
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ivana-kordic/
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Zlarin - Croatia's First Plastic Free Island

We want to share the story of Zlarin island's transition to becoming the
first Croatian island free of single use plastic in the summer season
2019. You will hear about the change making process initiated by three
environmental activists and supported by Zlarin Tourist Board and local
authorities, who formed the «Plastic Free Zlarin» initiative, backed by
our partners from the civil sector – Terra Hub (Croatia) and SMILO
(France). Ivana will share the perspective of one of the co-founders of
the initiative, working within the realities and constraints of island life.
You will hear about our planning process, how we chose our target
group and intervention metodology and how we designed our initial
activities on the island and behind the screen. She will talk about how
we gained attention of the media and of its impact on the process, how
we formed key partnerships and how they help us to take the work we
are doing to the next level. You will see the promotional tools we
produced and used as well as the cultural and educational content we
offered to the people of Zlarin and their visitors during summer months.
In the end you will find out how a tiny Adriatic island ended up in the
Forbes magazine and inspired a large hotel chain to go plastic free!
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